ASTON/Lake Partners LASSO Alternatives Fund (N: ALSNX) (I: ALSOX)
Fund Quarterly Commentary
1st Quarter 2011 Commentary
The Fund generated a solid gain during the first quarter of 2011. We are pleased that it captured nearly half of the S&P 500 Index’s
return of almost 6% while maintaining a composite net equity exposure of less than 40% on average. Moreover, the Fund
outperformed its HFRX Equity Hedge Index benchmark, which actually declined 3.1% during the period.
Since its April 1, 2009 inception through the end of March 2011, the Fund (I share class) has generated a cumulative gain of 28.8%,
substantially more than its benchmark and peer group (the Morningstar Long-Short Category). As an asset allocation solution for
alternative strategies, the Fund has thus far delivered on its goal of providing less volatility than conventional markets in a liquid
format for investors. For example, since inception, the Fund’s annualized standard deviation of daily returns has been 6.6%, which is
about one-third of the annualized standard deviation of 18.8% for the S&P 500.
Performance
Equity-related strategies were the largest contributors to the Fund’s returns during the quarter. Long-biased managers were
especially productive, outperforming the S&P 500 on the strength of their stock selection and industry concentrations. Managers
oriented towards growth and small-cap stocks did particularly well, even though technology stocks faced pressure in March.
Relatively hedged long/short strategies also participated in the market’s upside, though to a somewhat lesser degree depending on
their net equity exposure.
Credit related strategies continued to provide solid performance. These strategies have tended to display more stable risk/return
characteristics than equities, and thus helped to reduce volatility. Strategic fixed-income allocations continued to serve the Fund well
as a source of relatively stable returns and diversification. Although the Fund’s small position in an interest-rate hedge (short US
Treasuries) waxed and waned as yields moved within a somewhat limited range, it was flat overall during the quarter. We have
maintained the position due to ongoing concerns associated with massive government debt issuance and deficits.
Holdings in merger arbitrage strategies generated relatively stable, moderate returns. Increased merger and acquisition activity
helped improve the opportunity set, but modest spreads continued to limit the upside. Results for the managed futures and global
macro allocations were mixed. March was especially challenging, as sharp but short-lived reversals in the equity and fixed-income
markets as well as in certain commodity markets tripped up the trend-based quantitative models.
Positioning
In managing the portfolio over time, we have been proactive in adjusting the overall mix of strategies using an incremental approach
as opportunities have shifted. During the first quarter, strategy allocations largely remained consistent, though there were a few
limited manager changes.
Approximately 40% of the portfolio has been allocated to equity-oriented funds, using a mix of long-biased, hedged, and global
strategies. As the economic recovery matures, the equity markets are more clearly differentiating between winners and laggards.
Thus, the emphasis has been on utilizing managers who tend to be “bottom-up” stock pickers or who follow a fundamental, thematic
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investment approach. Value and growth disciplines are represented within this mix. In addition, we have included an allocation of
about 9% to a US multi-asset fund that takes an eclectic, hedged approach to equities and credit. A small allocation was shifted to
another existing position during the quarter because the fund in question was being closed by its sponsor for business reasons.
Another 20% or so of the portfolio has been allocated to hedged-credit funds and 10% to strategic fixed-income offerings. While the
hedged-credit funds have been focused on US high-yield and corporate credit, the strategic fixed-income funds tend to take a global
approach, long and short, to a broad range of opportunities ranging from US mortgage-backed securities to Emerging Market debt.
Underlying these allocations is a view that; 1) while corporate credit in the US continues to benefit from improved balance sheets and
low default rates, narrower spreads warrant a certain degree of selectivity and caution; and 2) macroeconomic trends continue to
create opportunities in fixed-income globally, especially as policy changes unfold in the US, Europe and emerging economies.
During the quarter, a well-established but underperforming fund was reduced at the margin.
Roughly 10% of assets have gone towards hedged futures and commodities. These allocations provide access to trend following,
quantitative, and fundamental, trading-oriented strategies among a wide range of financial futures and commodities—encompassing
equity indices, fixed-income, interest-rates, currencies, metals, energy, and industrial & agricultural commodities. Historically, such
strategies have tended to be less correlated to other investment approaches. Low-volatility merger arbitrage strategies have
accounted for an allocation of about 7%. This group aims to take advantage of merger and acquisition activity as well as other
corporate events or special situations. We recently initiated an allocation in the portfolio to a fund in the arbitrage area with a broader
investment mandate than other funds in the group, providing greater access to income opportunities outside of merger arbitrage.
The balance of the portfolio, which has tended to be less than 5%, includes cash and several small tail-risk hedges. During the
quarter, a very small volatility hedge was closed as the Options Exchange Market Volatility Index (VIX) failed to increase as much as
expected. In addition, note that cash has thus far been a residual reflecting asset flows into the Fund rather than a deliberate strategic
allocation.
Outlook
Throughout the quarter investors had to contend with an increasingly worrisome array of concerns with highly uncertain economic
and geopolitical implications. Foremost among these were the events of March, which included the ongoing upheavals across North
Africa and the Middle East, and the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear disaster in Japan. The European Central Bank indicated it was
planning to raise interest-rates, Portugal’s credit was downgraded, and the budget stalemate in the US Congress pointed to a
possible government shutdown. Finally, oil and gold spiked higher, exacerbating concerns about the global recovery.
Despite everything that happened during the quarter and all the attendant uncertainties, markets in general were surprisingly
resilient. It was as if investors, having survived the system-wide dislocations of the global credit crisis, no longer found the sighting of
“black swans” remarkable anymore. Was this a simple case of March Mania, in which giddy heedlessness eventually leads to
gloomy regret? Or was this evidence of the March of Monetary Stimulus, in which pervasive liquidity soothes all anxieties?
As we have pointed out previously, the global economy has been recovering slowly but steadily, even as serious structural issues
remain unresolved, including the US deficit, Europe’s credit woes, Japan’s disinflation and China’s mercantilist currency policy. If
investor sentiment has been buoyed by liquidity, then the prospect of the end of the Fed’s quantitative easing program, which is
scheduled for the end of June, may lead to a real change in the tide. Will that leave markets treading water—or struggling to stay
afloat? Or will the winds of sustainable economic growth be sufficient to re-fill investors’ sails? We would like to think the latter, but
the forecast is not entirely clear. Therefore we remain “cautiously constructive.” Judicious risk management and careful
diversification, which are integral to the Fund’s investment process, continue to be important.
Lake Partners, Inc.
Greenwich, Connecticut
Note: The Fund is a fund-of-funds, and by investing in the Fund you incur the expenses and risks of the underlying funds it invests in.
Potential risks from exposure to the underlying funds includes the use of aggressive investment techniques and instruments such as
options and futures, derivatives, commodities, credit-risk, leverage, and short-sales that taken alone are considered riskier than
conventional market strategies. Use of aggressive investment techniques including short sales may expose an underlying fund to
potentially dramatic changes (losses) in the value of its portfolio. Short sales may involve the risk that an underlying fund will incur a
loss by subsequently buying a security at a higher price than the price at which the fund previously sold the security short.
Before investing, carefully consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. Contact 800 992-8151 for a
prospectus containing this and other information. Read it carefully. Aston Funds are distributed by BNY Mellon Distributors Inc.
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Fund Performance
Average Annual Total Returns
Annualized Returns (%)

Monthly returns (%)
Period ended 3/31/11

Period ended

3/31/11

Month

3 Months

YTD

1 yr

3 yr

5 yr

10 yr

Since Incept.

Incept. Date

0.00

2.79

2.79

8.44

N/A

N/A

N/A

9.71

3/3/2010

0.08

2.95

2.95

8.75

N/A

N/A

N/A

13.49

4/1/2009

HFRX Equity Hedge Index

-3.13

-3.07

-3.07

5.23

N/A

N/A

N/A

8.51

3/31/2009

Category: Long-Short

0.00

1.71

1.71

4.96

-0.55

1.30

3.97

9.92

3/31/2009

Fund Class N Shares
Fund Class I Shares

(ALSNX)

(ALSOX)

Calendar year-end returns

Fund Class N Shares
Fund Class I Shares

(ALSNX)

(ALSOX)

HFRX Equity Hedge Index

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

8.79

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

8.93

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

The performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investment
return and principal value will fluctuate so that an investor's shares upon redemption may be worth more or less than their
original cost. Certain expenses were subsidized. If these subsidies were not in effect, the returns would have been lower. The
adviser is contractually obligated to waive management fees and/or reimburse expenses through February 28, 2012. Current
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted.
For periods less than one-year, total returns are reported; for periods more than one-year, average annual total returns are
reported.
The HFRX Equity Index is an unmanaged index designed to measure daily performance representative of long-short equity hedge
funds. Source: Hedge Fund Research, Inc. (HFR). Indices are adjusted for the reinvestment of capital gains and income dividends.
Individuals cannot invest in an index.
The Morningstar Long-Short Category figures allow for a direct comparison of a fund’s performance within its Morningstar Category.
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Morningstar Rating™ (based on risk-adjusted returns) and Morningstar Rankings™ (based on total returns)
Long-Short Category as of 3/31/2011

Overall

Fund Class N Shares
Fund Class I Shares

(ALSNX)

(ALSOX)

Total # funds in category

1 yr

3 yr

5 yr

10 yr

Rating

Rank

Rating

Rank

Rating

Rank

Rating

Rank

N/A

21

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

19

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

237

N/A

N/A

N/A

For each fund with at least a three-year history, Morningstar calculates a Morningstar Rating™ based on a Morningstar RiskAdjusted Return measure that accounts for variation in a fund’s monthly performance (including the effects of sales charges, loads,
and redemption fees), placing more emphasis on downward variations and rewarding consistent performance. The top 10% of funds
in each category receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive 4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars,the next 22.5% receive 2 stars, and the
bottom 10% receive 1 star. The Overall Morningstar Rating is derived from a weighted-average of the performance figures associated
with its three-, five-, and 10-year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics.© Morningstar, Inc.
The highest or most favorable Morningstar percentile rank is 1 and the lowest percentile rank is 100. The top-performing fund in a
category will always receive a rank of 1. Various rating agencies categorize funds differently. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results.
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Fund Overview
Investment Strategy
The ASTON/Lake Partners LASSO Alternatives Fund is a Fund-of-Funds that uses the proprietary LASSO® (Long and Short
Strategic Opportunities) strategy. LASSO is intended to produce long-term total returns with lower volatility and/or reduced
correlations compared with traditional equity and fixed-income strategies across the full market cycle.

Objective
The Fund seeks to provide long-term total return with reduced correlation to the conventional stock and bond markets.

Risk Considerations
The Fund also incurs the risks of the underlying funds it invests in. Potential risks include the use of aggressive investment
techniques and instruments such as options and futures, derivatives, commodities, credit-risk, leverage, and short-sales that taken
alone are generally considered riskier than conventional market strategies. Use of aggressive ETF investment techniques including
short sales may expose an underlying fund to potentially dramatic changes (losses) in the value of its portfolio. Leveraged ETFs
seek to provide returns that are a multiple of a benchmark and can increase risk exposure relative to the amount invested and can
lead to significantly greater losses than a comparable unleveraged portfolio. Short sales may involve the risk that an underlying fund
will incur a loss by subsequently buying a security at a higher price than the price at which the fund previously sold the security short.
Fund Stats (as of 3/31/11)

N Shares

I Shares

Origin Of Information

N/A

N/A

Sales Load

None

None

Total Net Assets

77.13

77.13

Turnover

90%

90%

Minimum Investment

2,500

100,000

Alpha (3 yr.)

N/A

N/A

Beta (3 yr.)

N/A

N/A

R-Quared (3 yr.)

N/A

N/A

Standard Dev (3 yr.)

N/A

N/A

Sharpe Ratio (3 yr.)

N/A

N/A

Current Wtd Average P/E (trailing)

N/A

N/A

Current Wtd Average P/B (trailing)

N/A

N/A

Median Mkt Cap ($Mil)

N/A

N/A

Average Wtd Coupon

N/A

N/A

Effective Maturity

N/A

N/A

Broad Sector Breakdown (as of 3/31/11)

LONG/SHORT STRATEGIES

59.68%

HEDGED FIXED INCOME

29.73%

ARBITRAGE

6.89%

CASH EQUIVALENTS & OTHER

3.70%
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Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value of mutual funds will vary with market
conditions, so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
As the fund is actively managed, the securities as presented may not represent the current or future composition of the portfolio.

Fund Holdings
Holdings as of: 3/31/11
Company

Ticker

CUSIP

Number of Shares

Market Value

% of Net Assets ¯

ROBECO-BP L/S-IS

BPLSX.

749255261

607,974

$12,329,723.37

15.98%

WEITZ-PART 3 OPP

WPOPX.

94904P708

457,901

$5,783,296.20

7.49%

FPA-CRESCENT FD

FPACX.

30254T759

206,580

$5,780,128.60

7.49%

METRO WEST-H/Y-I

MWHIX.

592905848

526,838

$5,763,610.76

7.47%

MAINSTAY-HY-O-I

MYHIX.

27885C429

476,214

$5,728,861.93

7.42%

WAS-1ST SRC L/S

FMLSX.

936793835

285,051

$3,865,292.52

5.01%

MERGER FUND

MERFX.

589509108

190,191

$3,073,492.75

3.98%

ROYCE-GL SEL-INV

RSFTX.

780905410

141,205

$2,924,361.51

3.79%

TEMPLETON-T R-AD

TTRZX.

880208855

216,910

$2,913,103.05

3.77%

JOHN H2-ST INC-I

JIPIX.

47804A130

260,509

$2,883,844.34

3.73%

2,668,466

$2,855,994.64

3.70%

CASH EQUIVALENTS & OTHER
DRIEHAUS-ACT INC

LCMAX.

262028855

241,816

$2,713,180.08

3.51%

NEEDHAM-S/C GRTH

NESGX.

63983V308

156,575

$2,329,838.69

3.02%

NEEDHAM-AGG GRW

NEAGX.

63983V209

129,322

$2,327,809.75

3.01%

MUTUALH-FR LEG-A

MHFAX.

66537V682

188,063

$1,942,691.28

2.51%

ASG-MGD FUTUR-Y

ASFYX.

63872T729

179,724

$1,941,020.30

2.51%

ALTEGRIS-MNG F-I

MFTIX.

66537V336

190,631

$1,938,721.61

2.51%

MANAGERS-GL AL-A

MGAAX.

56171L108

193,977

$1,930,080.49

2.50%

EATON VAN-G MA-I

EIGMX.

277923728

177,332

$1,807,018.79

2.34%

ROYCE-SELECT-INV

RYSFX.

780905766

80,160

$1,763,531.07

2.28%

DUNHAM-MON DIS-N

DNMDX.

265458620

41,124

$1,535,163.96

1.99%

DRIEHAUS-SEL CRE

DRSLX.

262028848

111,004

$1,159,996.49

1.50%

PROSHARES ULTRASHORT 20+Y TR

TBT

74347R297

29,900

$1,119,456.00

1.45%

ARBITRAGE-ARB-I

ARBNX.

03875R205

54,667

$706,849.18

0.91%

ASG-DIV STRAT-Y

DSFYX.

63872T786

1,052

$10,928.62

0.01%

$77,127,995.98

100%

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value of mutual funds will vary with market
conditions, so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
As the fund is actively managed, the securities as presented may not represent the current or future composition of the portfolio.
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ASTON/Lake Partners LASSO Alternatives Fund
Subadviser

Top Ten Holdings
Fund
Robeco BP Long-Short Equity

15.99%

Weitz Partners III Opportunity

7.50%

FPA Crescent

7.49%

MetWest High Yield

7.47%

Mainstay High Yield Opportunity

7.43%

Wasatch Long/Short

5.01%

Merger Fund

3.98%

Royce Select

3.79%

Templeton Global Total Return

3.78%

John Hancock Strat Inc Opp

3.74%

Percentage of Total Net Assets

66.18%

Lake Partners, Inc.
(Greenwich, CT) The firm employs its proprietary LASSO® Long and Short Strategic
Opportunities® strategy to seek long-term total returns with lower volatility using mutual funds
that invest long and short or use alternative strategies.

Portfolio Managers

Frederick C. Lake
Mr. Lake is the co-Chairman and Treasurer of Lake Partners which he co-founded
in 1989. Mr. Lake has more than 30 years of experience in the investment industry.
He directs research and portfolio management of investment programs using
multiple mutual funds and hedged mutual funds. Mr. Lake received a BA from
Harvard University.
Ronald A. Lake
Mr. Lake is the co-Chairman and President of Lake Partners which he co-founded
in 1989. He has more than 29 years of investment experience. He is responsible
for asset allocation, investment strategy, and supervision of multi-manager
programs, focusing on alternative investments, or integrating alternative and
traditional investments. Mr. Lake received a BA from Harvard University and an
MCRP in public policy from Harvard University.

The Fund is actively managed. Holdings and weightings are
subject to change daily.

Strategy/Allocation
Fund
20.80%

Hedged Credit

20.00%

Hedged Equity

16.00%

Hedged Futures/Commodities

10.10%

Strategic Fixed Income

9.80%

US Multi-Asset Hedged

7.50%

Merger Arbitrage

7.00%

Global Hedged Equity

3.80%

Cash

3.50%

Tail Risk Hedges

1.50%

Objective

The Fund seeks to provide long-term total return with reduced correlation to the conventional
stock and bond markets.

Investment Strategy & Process

The Fund seeks long-term total returns with lower volatility and/or reduced correlations to
conventional stock and bond markets. It is structured as a fund-of-funds that invests in
“alternative mutual funds” using alternative or hedging strategies.
Risk Management
n Daily portfolio volatility band of plus or minus 1%
n Target a maximum monthly drawdown of 4%
n Net long equity exposure of 20% to 50%
n Diversification with approximately 15 to 25 funds
n Incorporate potential “tail risk” hedges
Identify Opportunities
n Macro: Analyze macroeconomic trends, potential inflection points, and scenarios
n Strategies: Determine risk/reward potential of various alternative strategies, analyzing history
and current dynamics
n Managers: Intensive “bottom-up” analysis of manager candidates
Manager Selection
n Employ rigorous quantitative and qualitative analysis
n Evaluate manager skill and performance potential
n Assess strengths and vulnerabilities for role in portfolio
n Address manager capacity and asset size versus performance
Note: The Fund also incurs the risks of the underlying funds it invests in. Potential risks include
the use of aggressive investment techniques and instruments such as options and futures,
derivatives, commodities, credit-risk, and short-sales that taken alone are generally considered
riskier than conventional market strategies. Use of these aggressive investment techniques may
expose an underlying fund to potentially dramatic changes (losses) in the value of its portfolio.
Short sales may involve the risk that an underlying fund will incur a loss by subsequently buying
a security at a higher price than the price at which the fund previously sold the security short.
Parameters set by the Subadviser are not a fundamental policy of the Fund and are subject to change
at any time.

NOT FDIC INSURED. NO BANK GUARANTEE. MAY LOSE VALUE.
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ALTERNATIVE

Long Bias

Strategy weightings are based on net assets.

March 31, 2011

ASTON/Lake Partners LASSO Alternatives Fund
Calendar Year Returns
2010

March 31, 2011

Performance

Class N

Class I

Benchmark

8.44%

8.75%

5.23%

15%

Fund Information

10%

Class N

Class I

Account Minimum

$2,500

$100,000

Ticker

ALSNX

ALSOX

Cusip

00080Y686

00080Y728

Net Expense Ratio*

1.45%

1.20%

Gross Expense Ratio

3.82%

3.57%

Total Net Assets ($Mil)

90%

Sales Load

None

For quarterly Fund commentary please visit us online at
www.astonfunds.com.
Before investing, carefully consider the fund’s
investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses.
Contact 800 992-8151 for a prospectus containing this
and other information. Read it carefully. Aston Funds
are distributed by BNY Mellon Distributors Inc.

Investment Adviser Services: 800 597-9704
Online Services: www.astonfunds.com

-5%

Average Annual Total Returns
AS OF 3/31/11
Current
Quarter ^

YearTo-Date^

1 Year

Since
Inception

n Class I Shares

2.95%

2.95%

8.75%

13.49%

4/1/09

n Class N Shares

2.79%

2.79%

8.44%

9.71%

3/3/10

n Benchmark*

-3.07%

-3.07%

5.23%

8.51%

4/1/09

n Category**

1.71%

1.71%

4.96%

9.92%

4/1/09

24

* The Adviser is contractually obligated to waive management
fees and/or reimburse ordinary expenses through February
28, 2012. The Fund’s net expense ratio including acquired
fund fees and expenses is 2.79% and 2.54% for the N and
I class, respectively. By investing in the Fund you incur the
expenses and risks of the underlying funds it invests in.

Shareholder Services: 800 992-8151

0%

77.13

Turnover
Number of Holdings

5%

The performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, upon
redemption, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Some of the returns quoted reflect
fee waivers or expense reimbursements. Returns for certain periods would have been lower without
the waivers/reimbursements. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data
quoted. For performance data current to the most recent month-end, please visit our website at
www.astonfunds.com.
^ Total Returns.
* The HFRX Equity Hedge Index is an unmanaged index designed to measure daily performance
representative of long-short equity hedge funds. Source: Hedge Fund Research, Inc. (HFR). Indices are
adjusted for the reinvestment of capital gains and income dividends. Individuals cannot invest in an index.
** The Morningstar Long-Short Category figures allow for a direct comparison of a fund’s performance within
its Morningstar Category.

Morningstar® Ranking
Based on Total Return
Class I

1 Yr.

Percentile Rank

19
237

# of Funds

As of 3/31/11. The highest or most favorable Morningstar percentile rank is 1 and the lowest percentile
rank is 100. The top-performing fund in a category will always receive a rank of 1. Various rating agencies
categorize funds differently. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

NOT FDIC INSURED. NO BANK GUARANTEE. MAY LOSE VALUE.

ATN F41
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Aston Investment Product Overview

Large

Domestic and International Equity

Herndon Capital Mgmt.
Value*

TAMRO Capital Partners
Diversified Equity*

Montag & Caldwell, Inc.
Growth
Balanced

MFS Investment Mgmt.
Value

Neptune Investment Mgmt.
International Equity

Todd - Veredus Asset Mgmt.
Select Growth*

Baring Asset Mgmt. (Barings)
International All Cap Growth

Mid

River Road Asset Mgmt.
Dividend All Cap Value*
Cardinal Capital Mgmt.
Mid Cap Value*

Small

River Road Asset Mgmt.
Select Value
River Road Asset Mgmt.
Small Cap Value**

Optimum Investment Advisors
Mid Cap

Montag & Caldwell, Inc.
Mid Cap Growth

TAMRO Capital Partners
Small Cap**

Todd - Veredus Asset Mgmt.
Aggressive Growth

Crosswind Investments, LLC
Small Cap Growth

River Road Asset Mgmt.
Independent Value

Value

Aston Asset Management
• Institutional investment process
• Well-defined asset class expertise
• Focused portfolios
• Seasoned professionals
• Seeks superior risk-adjusted returns

Blend

Growth

Alternative

Sector

Lake Partners, Inc.
LASSO Alternatives

Fortis Investments
Real Estate

Smart Portfolios, Inc.
Dynamic Allocation*

Fixed Income

M.D. Sass Investors Serv.
Enhanced Equity

Taplin, Canida & Habacht, Inc.
Fixed Income

New Century Capital Mgmt.
Absolute Return ETF
*Also available in Separately Managed Accounts (SMA) **Closed to new investors
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Investment Advisor Services (800) 597-9704 |

www.astonfunds.com

National Sales
Joseph Hays, Partner
National Sales Director
Phone: 856-437-6096
jhays@astonasset.com

National Accounts
Michael Mayhew, CFA, Partner
National Accounts
Phone: 312-268-1450
mmayhew@astonasset.com

Northeast Region
Bob Leahy, Partner
Phone: 603-433-9119
bleahy@astonasset.com

Western Region
David Robinow, Partner
Phone: 415-927-9099
drobinow@astonasset.com

Ben Brady, Managing Director
Phone: 312-268-1456
bbrady@astonasset.com

David Berdine, Managing Director
Phone: 425-774-7597
dberdine@astonasset.com

Caleb Svoboda, Regional Account Manager
(312) 268-1459
csvoboda@astonasset.com

Roger Suchy, Regional Account Manager
(312) 268-1458
rsuchy@astonasset.com

Central Region
Joe Reid, Partner
Phone: 773-481-2501
jreid@astonasset.com

Southeast Region
Betsy Clayton Heaberg, Managing Director
Phone: 770-631-9303
bheaberg@astonasset.com

Jeremy Groh, Managing Director
Phone: 312-268-1460
jgroh@astonasset.com

Keith Schwartz, Managing Director
Phone: 561-852-9187
kschwartz@astonasset.com

Josh Glorch, Regional Account Manager
(312) 268-1457
jglorch@astonasset.com

Mark Kim, Regional Account Manager
(312) 268-1461
mkim@astonasset.com

The above individuals are registered representatives of BNY Mellon Distributors Inc.
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